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Tire Man Interview Questions And Answers Guide.

Question - 1:
Tell me a difficult situation you have overcome in the workplace?

Ans:
Conflict resolution, problem solving, communication and coping under pressure are transferable skills desired by many employers As Tire Man.	
Answering this question right can help you demonstrate all of these traits.
* Use real-life examples from your previous roles that you are comfortable explaining
* Choose an example that demonstrates the role you played in resolving the situation clearly
* Remain professional at all times - you need to demonstrate that you can keep a cool head and know how to communicate with people
View All Answers

Question - 2:
Do you work well within a team?

Ans:
Some people are thrown when they are asked this Tire Man question when they are applying for a position to work alone. Every company works as a team, so you are
a good team player, give an example of when you have worked well within a team.
View All Answers

Question - 3:
Your client is upset with you for a mistake you made, how do you react?

Ans:
Acknowledge their pain - empathize with them. Then apologize and offer a solution to fix the mistake.
View All Answers

Question - 4:
Why was there a gap in your employment As Tire Man?

Ans:
If you were unemployed for a period of time, be direct and to the point about what you've been up to (and hopefully, that's a litany of impressive volunteer and other
mind-enriching activities, like blogging or taking classes). Then, steer the conversation toward how you will do the job and contribute to the organization: "I decided
to take a break at the time, but today I'm ready to contribute to this organization in the following ways."
View All Answers

Question - 5:
Top 12 Stress Based Interview Questions As Tire Man:

Ans:
Some jobs require employees to work under stress, and some interviewers just like to see how applicants handle stressful questions.
There are many questions designed for putting the interviewee into an awkward situation, or throwing them off, to see how they do under stress. Here are some
samples.
1. How do you feel this interview is going As Tire Man?
2. How would you handle undeserved criticism from a superior?
3. How many other jobs are you applying for?
4. What would you do if you saw a colleague stealing supplies or equipment?
5. What did you do when you had a boss you didn't get along with?
6. What would you do if a colleague took credit for your idea, and got a promotion?
7. Was the stress of your previous job too much for you?
8. What would you do if a colleague admitted to lying on their resume to get the job?
9. What would you do if a customer verbally insulted you in front of co-workers?
10. What would you change about the design of a baseball hat?
11. Why were you fired from your previous job As Tire Man?
12. How successful do you think you've been so far?
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Question - 6:
What did you like least about your last (or current) job As Tire Man?

Ans:
Don't vent or focus on the negative with brutally honest answers such as "My boss was a jerk," or "The company culture was too politically correct," or "They just
weren't giving me the opportunity to take my career to the next level." Instead, keep the emphasis on the positive, even though there are sure to be things you weren't
happy about.
View All Answers

Question - 7:
Can you explain why you changed career paths As Tire Man?

Ans:
Don't be thrown off by this question-just take a deep breath and explain to the hiring manager why you've made the career decisions As Tire Man you have. More
importantly, give a few examples of how your past experience is transferable to the new role. This doesn't have to be a direct connection; in fact, it's often more
impressive when a candidate can make seemingly irrelevant experience seem very relevant to the role.
View All Answers

Question - 8:
Why do you think you'll do well at this job?

Ans:
Provide several reasons including skills, experience and interest. If you can show how you've been successful in a similar career field or job position that will go
along way to helping the interviewer believe you'll also be successful at this new job.
View All Answers

Question - 9:
What relevant work experience do you have in this career field As Tire Man?

Ans:
Talk about specific work related experience for the position you're interviewing for. Make sure the experience is relevant. Don't talk about previous experience that is
not related to the position in question. If you don't have specific career related experience speak about prior experience that has helped you develop the specific
knowledge and skills required for the position you are applying for.
View All Answers

Question - 10:
How well do you perform under pressure?

Ans:
This is a fair question, as potential employers want to know if you're going to be able to get the job done even when things get a little bit stressful. You may say that
you thrive under pressure or that you're able to get the job done even when things get a little bit stressful, just make sure to provide some real world examples of your
ability to work under pressure in a prior job.
View All Answers

Question - 11:
Tell me about a time when you had to think strategically?

Ans:
There was a time when I was told I had to get rid of 20% of my people. I had to determine which persons I needed the most by determining who could do what. I had
to put aside personal feelings so that I could keep a working crew to handle he same workload with less people.
View All Answers

Question - 12:
If you felt like you were hitting the proverbial "wall" and getting burned out, what would you do to re-energize yourself?

Ans:
Take a break to rest. Work in smaller increments of time to increase focus with breaks in between. Delegate tasks to those that are willing to help.
View All Answers

Question - 13:
What have you learned from mistakes on the job?

Ans:
Candidates without specific examples often do not seem credible. However, the example shared should be fairly inconsequential, unintentional, and a learned lesson
should be gleaned from it. Moving ahead without group assistance while assigned to a group project meant to be collaborative is a good example.
View All Answers

Question - 14:
Why are you leaving last job?
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Ans:
Although this would seem like a simple question, it can easily become tricky. You shouldn't mention salary being a factor at this point As Tire Man. If you're
currently employed, your response can focus on developing and expanding your career and even yourself. If you're current employer is downsizing, remain positive
and brief. If your employer fired you, prepare a solid reason. Under no circumstance should you discuss any drama or negativity, always remain positive.
View All Answers

Question - 15:
Explain me what do you know about our company?

Ans:
Bad Answer: They don't know much about the company. If a candidate is serious and enthusiastic, they should have done some basic research.
Good answer: An answer that shows they've really done their homework and know what the company does, any important current events that involve the company,
and the work culture.
View All Answers

Question - 16:
Do you ever take work home with you?

Ans:
Here are two great sample answers that might help get you started:
* I am an extremely organized person, so I tend to be able to get my work done at work. However, if the need arose I would not be against taking work home. I try
not to make it a habit, since I do value my free time. I do realize though that the work we do is important, and sometimes you have to do what needs to be done.
* I do not shy away from taking work home with me. I know that meeting deadlines and doing outstanding work sometimes means taking a bit of it home. I do not
have a problem doing that when the need arises.
* Make sure to give an honest answer. Lying about taking work home may turn out badly for you if it is required and you do not do it.
View All Answers

Question - 17:
What is your dream job?

Ans:
There is almost no good answer to this question, so don't be specific. If you tell the interviewer that the job you're applying for with his/her company is the perfect job
you may loose credibility if you don't sound believable (which you probably won't if you're not telling the truth.) If you give the interviewer some other job the
interviewer may get concerned that you'll get dissatisfied with the position if you're hired. Again, don't be specific. A good response could be, "A job where my work
ethic and abilities are recognized and I can make a meaningful difference to the organization."
View All Answers

Question - 18:
Describe your management style?

Ans:
Try to avoid specific classifications, whatever it may be. Organizations usually prefer managers who can adapt their skills to different situations.
View All Answers

Question - 19:
Explain yourself in one line?

Ans:
When you respond, keep in mind the type of position you are interviewing for like Tire Man based job, the company culture, and the work environment. Your answer
should help show the interviewer why you're a match for the job and for the company. 
Sample answers are:
* I'm a people person. I really enjoy meeting and working with a lot of different people.
* I'm a perfectionist. I pay attention to all the details, and like to be sure that everything is just right.
* I'm a creative thinker. I like to explore alternative solutions to problems and have an open mind about what will work best.
* I'm efficient and highly organized. This enables me to be as productive as possible on the job.
* I enjoy solving problems, troubleshooting issues, and coming up with solutions in a timely manner.
View All Answers

Question - 20:
How well do you know our company?

Ans:
Well, a developed company that is gradually building their reputation in the competitive world.
View All Answers

Question - 21:
How do you stay organized?

Ans:
By maintaining proper routine every day. Putting my strongest points with my weakness. High priority always comes first As Tire Man.
View All Answers
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Question - 22:
Explain what are your strengths As Tire Man?

Ans:
Bad Answer: Candidate is unprepared for question or only gives generic answers.  
This is the most common job interview question - everybody should be expecting it. If they don't seem prepared, or give a fairly stock answer, it's probably a bad
sign.
Good answer: The consensus is to go for quality, not quantity here. Candidates should give a short list of strengths, and back each one up with examples that illustrate
the strength. Also, they should explain how these strengths will be useful in the job you're applying for, and use this question to say something interesting about
themselves.
View All Answers

Question - 23:
Tell me about the most fun you have had on the job?

Ans:
When answering this question, discuss situations where you completed tasks benefitting your previous employers.
View All Answers

Question - 24:
What education or training have you had that makes you fit for this profession As Tire Man?

Ans:
This would be the first question asked in any interview. Therefore, it is important that you give a proper reply to the question regarding your education. You should
have all the documents and certificates pertaining to your education and/or training, although time may not allow the interviewer to review all of them.
View All Answers

Question - 25:
Tell me why do you want this job As Tire Man?

Ans:
Bad Answer: No solid answer, answers that don't align with what the job actually offers, or uninspired answers that show your position is just another of the many
jobs they're applying for.
Good answer: The candidate has clear reasons for wanting the job that show enthusiasm for the work and the position, and knowledge about the company and job.
View All Answers

Question - 26:
Why are you leaving the present company?

Ans:
According to me we can not grow in the field without taking more responsibilities and risks and also we can't enhance our team leading capabilities, managerial skills
without expose to wide range of people.
View All Answers

Question - 27:
How do you deal with conflict in the workplace As Tire Man?

Ans:
When people work together, conflict is often unavoidable because of differences in work goals and personal styles. Follow these guidelines for handling conflict in
the workplace.
* 1. Talk with the other person.
* 2. Focus on behavior and events, not on personalities.
* 3. Listen carefully.
* 4. Identify points of agreement and disagreement.
* 5. Prioritize the areas of conflict.
* 6. Develop a plan to work on each conflict.
* 7. Follow through on your plan.
* 8. Build on your success.
View All Answers

Question - 28:
Do you have the ability to articulate a vision and to get others involved to carry it out?

Ans:
If yes, then share an example of how you've done so at work or college. If not, then discuss how you would do so. Example: "I would first understand the goals of the
staff members and then I would align those to the goals of the project / company. Then I would articulate the vision of that alignment and ask them to participate.
From there, we would delegate tasks among the team and then follow up on a date and time to ensure follow through on the tasks. Lastly, we would review the results
together."
View All Answers

Question - 29:
What do you consider to be your weaknesses?
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Ans:
What your interviewer is really trying to do with this question-beyond identifying any major red flags-is to gauge your self-awareness and honesty. So, "I can't meet a
deadline to save my life As Tire Man" is not an option-but neither is "Nothing! I'm perfect!" Strike a balance by thinking of something that you struggle with but that
you're working to improve. For example, maybe you've never been strong at public speaking, but you've recently volunteered to run meetings to help you be more
comfortable when addressing a crowd.
View All Answers

Question - 30:
What are your presentation skills like As Tire Man?

Ans:
Make sure you share a story that demonstrates your presentation skills in front of many people. If you are really brave, offer to give a snippet of that presentation to
the interviewer. This will definitely be different from what most people do.
View All Answers

Question - 31:
What have you done to reduce costs, increase revenue, or save time?

Ans:
Even if your only experience is an internship, you have likely created or streamlined a process that has contributed to the earning potential or efficiency of the
practice. Choose at least one suitable example and explain how you got the idea, how you implemented the plan, and the benefits to the practice.
View All Answers

Question - 32:
What differentiates you from the competition?

Ans:
Think about what you bring to the table that you truly believe is unique - the easiest way to do is to think of your own personal stories that demonstrate your work
ethic, skills, and dedication. Most people have some or all of those skills, but the unique stories are what make people stand out in interviews.
View All Answers

Question - 33:
How long do you envision yourself staying with this company?

Ans:
Understand that companies invest a lot of money into hiring the right staff. You want to emphasize that you are in it for the long run and you want to develop a career
there and that it's not just a "5 month stepping stone" type of a job. You should be thinking how you're going to grow with that company. After all, don't you want to
invest your energy and time with a company that is going to continue to be successful and one that will help you grow?
View All Answers

Question - 34:
Are You a 'People' Person?

Ans:
Although it may be phrased a little differently, the gist of this question is clear: 
Do you like being around people? If you don't, being a medical assistant isn't a good fit for you. After all, you'll be working directly with patients throughout the day.
It helps a lot if you sincerely like interacting with them. While answering this question, make sure to mention that you like helping people too. This will drive home
the point that you are a talented medical assistant and would be a valuable part of the team As Tire Man.
View All Answers

Question - 35:
What do you like to do outside of work?

Ans:
Interviewers ask personal questions in an interview to "see if candidates will fit in with the culture [and] give them the opportunity to open up and display their
personality, too,". In other words, if someone asks about your hobbies outside of work, it's totally OK to open up and share what really makes you tick. (Do keep it
semi-professional, though: Saying you like to have a few beers at the local hot spot on Saturday night is fine. Telling them that Monday is usually a rough day for you
because you're always hungover is not.)
View All Answers

Question - 36:
If you could offer suggestions on how to improve our company, what would you say?

Ans:
Examine the trends of the company and also where there may be some weaknesses (news articles often document this on public companies or look at their
competitors to see how they're positioning it against them.) Then, once you have that knowledge, think creatively on how you could improve upon that weakness for
them.
View All Answers

Question - 37:
Describe your academic achievements?
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Ans:
Think of a time where you really stood out and shined within college. It could be a leadership role in a project, it could be your great grades that demonstrate your
intelligence and discipline, it could be the fact that you double majored. Where have you shined?
View All Answers

Question - 38:
What is your perception of taking on risk?

Ans:
You answer depends on the type of company you're interviewing for. If it's a start up, you need to be much more open to taking on risk. If it's a more established
company, calculated risks to increase / improve the business or minimal risks would typically be more in line.
View All Answers

Question - 39:
What is your ideal working environment?

Ans:
Describe your ideal working environment. Do you like flexibility with work hours? Do you like working in a cubicle or independently? Do you like to be micro
managed or empowered? Do you like to work on your own or in a team? Do you like being driven by metrics in your role? How much responsibility do you want?
View All Answers

Question - 40:
How do you handle your anger?

Ans:
I don't get angry very easily but in the rare occasion that I do, I hold it in and act as though nothing is wrong.
View All Answers

Question - 41:
What is your greatest failure As Tire Man, and what did you learn from it?

Ans:
When I was in college, I took an art class to supplement my curriculum. I didn't take it very seriously, and assumed that, compared to my Engineering classes, it
would be a walk in the park. My failing grades at midterm showed me otherwise. I'd even jeopardized my scholarship status. I knew I had to get my act together. I
spent the rest of the semester making up for it, ended up getting a decent grade in the class. I learned that no matter what I'm doing, I should strive to do it to the best
of my ability. Otherwise, it's not worth doing at all.
View All Answers

Question - 42:
What's a time you disagreed with a decision that was made at work?

Ans:
Everyone disagrees with the boss from time to time, but in asking this interview question As Tire Man, hiring managers want to know that you can do so in a
productive, professional way. "You don't want to tell the story about the time when you disagreed but your boss was being a jerk and you just gave in to keep the
peace. And you don't want to tell the one where you realized you were wrong,".  Tell the one where your actions made a positive difference on the outcome of the
situation, whether it was a work-related outcome or a more effective and productive working relationship.
View All Answers

Question - 43:
Who are your role models? Why?

Ans:
If possible, cite role models you're truly passionate about - passion is contagious and will show you're being genuine. If the role model is in the same or similar
industry as the company in an executive level position, even better.
View All Answers

Question - 44:
What are your personal skills which make you a candidate for the position As Tire Man?

Ans:
The list of crucial character traits includes patience, tact, and poise, with personal and cultural sensitivity. One needs the ability to work long hours, with much
walking and some physical tasks. But the most important trait of all is to love people and to have the desire to care for them.
View All Answers

Question - 45:
What do you aspire to be?

Ans:
Discuss your aspirations for the near, immediate and long term. You want to show them you are thinking of making an impact now as well as the future.
View All Answers
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Question - 46:
What classes did you enjoy most in college and why?

Ans:
Think back to the classes that either resonated with your passion or truly helped you to develop skills that you believe will help you in your career. Talk about those.
View All Answers

Question - 47:
What skills do you bring to the table?

Ans:
Think of your skill sets with regards to: analytical skills, interpersonal skills, communication skills, computer skills, presentation skills, management skills, sales
skills and so forth.
View All Answers

Question - 48:
Did you get on well with your last manager?

Ans:
A dreaded question for many! When answering this question never give a negative answer. "I did not get on with my manager" or "The management did not run the
business well" will show you in a negative light and reduce your chance of a job offer. Answer the question positively, emphasizing that you have been looking for a
career progression. Start by telling the interviewer what you gained from your last job As Tire Man
View All Answers

Question - 49:
How important is a positive attitude to you?

Ans:
Incredibly important. I believe a positive attitude is the foundation of being successful - it's contagious in the workplace, with our customers, and ultimately it's the
difference maker.
View All Answers

Question - 50:
How have you shown yourself to be a leader?

Ans:
Think about a time where you've rallied a group of people around a cause / idea / initiative and successfully implemented it. It could be a small or large project but the
key is you want to demonstrate how you were able to lead others to work for a common cause.
View All Answers

Question - 51:
Do you have any question regarding this job As Tire Man?

Ans:
Never ask Salary, perks, leave, place of posting, etc. regarded questions. Try to ask more about the company to show how early you can make a contribution to your
organization like. "Sir, with your kind permission I would like to know more about induction and developmental programs?" OR Sir, I would like to have my
feedback, so that I can analyze and improve my strengths and rectify my shortcomings.
View All Answers

Question - 52:
How many square feet of pizza are eaten in the United States each month?

Ans:
This is a classic guesstimate question where you need to think aloud. And so first off you round the U.S. population to 300 million people (it's actually about 315
million but rounding will be much easier and your interviewer will not score you lower for rounding). Then estimate how many people eat pizza. A decent educated
guess is two out of every three people, or 200 million. Now let's say the average pizza-eating person eats pizza twice a month, and eats two slices at a time. That's
four slices a month. If the average slice of pizza is perhaps six inches at the base and 10 inches long, then the slice is 30 square inches of pizza. So, four pizza slices
would be 120 square inches (30 times 4). 
Since one square foot equals 144 square inches (12 times 12), let's assume that each person who eats pizza eats one square foot per month. Since there are 200 million
pizza-eating Americans, 200 million square feet of pizza are consumed in the U.S. each month. To summarize: 300 million people in America, 200 million eat pizza,
average slice of pizza is six inches at the base and 10 inches long or 30 square inches, average American eats four slices of pizza a month, four pieces times 30 square
inches equals 120 square inches (one square foot is 144 square inches), so let's assume one square foot per person, and thus one square foot times 200 million people
equals 200 million square feet of pizza a month.
View All Answers

Question - 53:
Why do you want to work As Tire Man for this organisation?

Ans:
Being unfamiliar with the organisation will spoil your chances with 75% of interviewers, according to one survey, so take this chance to show you have done your
preparation and know the company inside and out. You will now have the chance to demonstrate that you've done your research, so reply mentioning all the positive
things you have found out about the organisation and its sector etc. This means you'll have an enjoyable work environment and stability of employment etc -
everything that brings out the best in you.
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Question - 54:
Why are you leaving your current job?

Ans:
This is a toughie, but one you can be sure you'll be asked. Definitely keep things positive-you have nothing to gain by being negative about your past employers.
Instead, frame things in a way that shows that you're eager to take on new opportunities and that the role you're interviewing for is a better fit for you than your
current or last position. For example, "I'd really love to be part of product development from beginning to end, and I know I'd have that opportunity here." And if you
were let go? Keep it simple: "Unfortunately, I was let go," is a totally OK answer.
View All Answers

Question - 55:
Do you work well under pressure?

Ans:
Yes.. When it comes down to the wire, the best thing I can to remain focused, have some flexibility, and understand priorities.. Giving them attention in the order they
are needed.
View All Answers

Question - 56:
How good are you at problem solving?

Ans:
Describe the problem first and then discuss how you were able to fix it.
View All Answers

Question - 57:
What is your desired salary As Tire Man?

Ans:
Bad Answer:  Candidates who are unable to answer the question, or give an answer that is far above market. Shows that they have not done research on the market
rate, or have unreasonable expectations.
Good answer: A number or range that falls within the market rate and matches their level of mastery of skills required to do the job.
View All Answers

Question - 58:
What was the most important task you ever had?

Ans:
There are two common answers to this question that do little to impress recruiters:
* 'I got a 2.1'
* 'I passed my driving test'
No matter how proud you are of these achievements, they don't say anything exciting about you. When you're going for a graduate job, having a degree is hardly
going to make you stand out from the crowd and neither is having a driving licence, which is a requirement of many jobs.
View All Answers

Question - 59:
Give me an example of an emergency situation that you faced. How did you handle it?

Ans:
There was a time when one of my employers faced the quitting of a manager in another country. I was asked to go fill in for him while they found a replacement and
stay to train that person. I would be at least 30 days. I quickly accepted because I knew that my department couldn't function without me.
View All Answers

Question - 60:
Explain me about a time when you reached a goal within a tight deadline?

Ans:
I work well under pressure to meet deadlines without jeopardizing the quality of my work. I have always worked in a fast pace environment where we are constantly
under pressure to achieve best results within a time frame.
View All Answers

Question - 61:
How do you evaluate your ability to handle conflict?

Ans:
I pride myself on being a good problem solver. Through my previous job and management positions I have faced numerous conflicts in different situations, and my
experiences have helped me to hone my issue resolution skills. I believe that it is important to get to and address the root of the issue, in a respectable manner.
View All Answers
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Question - 62:
How have you changed in the last five years?

Ans:
All in a nutshell. But I think I've attained a level of personal comfort in many ways and although I will change even more in the next 5-6 years I'm content with the
past 6 and what has come of them.
View All Answers

Question - 63:
Why should the we hire you as this position As Tire Man?

Ans:
This is the part where you link your skills, experience, education and your personality to the job itself. This is why you need to be utterly familiar with the job
description as well as the company culture. Remember though, it's best to back them up with actual examples of say, how you are a good team player.
View All Answers

Question - 64:
What kind of salary do you need As Tire Man?

Ans:
This is a loaded question and a nasty little game that you will probably lose if you answer first. So, do not answer it. Instead, say something like, that's a tough
question. Can you tell me the range for this position? In most cases, the interviewer, taken off guard, will tell you. If not, say that it can depend on the details of the
job. Then give a wide range.
View All Answers

Question - 65:
How do you plan to go by an example for your subordinates?

Ans:
Sticking to the rules by yourself, working hard and not mind participating on basic tasks is a good answer.
View All Answers

Question - 66:
Do you have any questions for me?

Ans:
Good interview questions to ask interviewers at the end of the job interview include questions on the company growth or expansion, questions on personal
development and training and questions on company values, staff retention and company achievements.
View All Answers

Question - 67:
What is your greatest weakness As Tire Man? What are you doing to improve it?

Ans:
I believe my biggest weakness As Tire Man is wanting to help anyone I can help. What I mean is I am willing to take on task that are not my job. I want to learn all I
can. However, that has helped me get promoted or even asked to help in times of need in other department. I have been know as the "go to person" when help is
needed.
View All Answers

Question - 68:
What do you know about the company?

Ans:
Any candidate can read and regurgitate the company's "About" page. So, when interviewers ask this, they aren't necessarily trying to gauge whether you understand
the mission-they want to know whether you care about it. Start with one line that shows you understand the company's goals, using a couple key words and phrases
from the website, but then go on to make it personal. Say, "I'm personally drawn to this mission because..." or "I really believe in this approach because..." and share a
personal example or two.
View All Answers

Question - 69:
What's the most rewarding work you've ever done and why?

Ans:
Companies love it when you discuss how you've made an impact on your teammates, clients, or partners in the business or in school. It should be rewarding because
of the hard work and creative process that you've put into it.
View All Answers

Question - 70:
What schedule do you hope to work? Are you willing to work extra hours?

Ans:
Be honest. If you really want the job and are willing to work any schedule needed, say so. If, however, you have no intention of working late hours or weekends,
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simply let the interviewer know the hours that you are available to work. The same applies to extra hours. You are more likely to be hired if you are willing to work
any time you are needed. However, saying that you are willing and then complaining about the hours once you start working is a recipe for disaster.
View All Answers

Question - 71:
What's your salary history?

Ans:
When you are interviewing for a new job, it is common practice for the company to ask you about your salary history. I typically want to know what the candidate's
base salary is, if they receive any bonus, the average bonus amount, and any additional compensation or perks, such as 500k matching, stock grants or stock options,
paid time off and how much they are required to pay towards their medical premiums.
View All Answers

Question - 72:
How do you handle stressful situations?

Ans:
By remaining calm, weighing out all my options and executing a plan to get the situation resolve .
View All Answers

Question - 73:
How would you rate your communication and interpersonal skills for this job As Tire Man?

Ans:
These are important for support workers. But they differ from the communication skills of a CEO or a desktop support technician. Communication must be adapted to
the special ways and needs of the clients. Workers must be able to not only understand and help their clients, but must project empathy and be a warm, humane
presence in their lives.
View All Answers

Question - 74:
How would you observe the level of motivation of your subordinates?

Ans:
Choosing the right metrics and comparing productivity of everyone on daily basis is a good answer, doesn't matter in which company you apply for a supervisory
role.
View All Answers

Question - 75:
Explain me about your experience working in this field As Tire Man?

Ans:
I am dedicated, hardworking and great team player for the common goal of the company I work with. I am fast learner and quickly adopt to fast pace and dynamic
area. I am well organized, detail oriented and punctual person.
View All Answers
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